One Sunny Day

Words & Music:
Danny Kirwan.

Help me, baby. Help me take my blues away
Help me, baby. Help me take my blues away
Wake up one morning, feel good one sunny day

Times I've wondered why it is a lonesome day
Times I've wondered why it is a lonesome day
I see you walking, see you walking away

All I want from you is more then I can do.
There's one thing that I know: I'll never let you go.
Although the people say I shouldn't treat you this way.

Help me, baby. Help me take my blues away
Help me, baby. Help me take my blues away
Wake up one morning, feel good one sunny day

All I want from you is more then I can do.
There's one thing that I know: I'll never let you go.
Although the people say I shouldn't treat you this way.

Help me, baby. Help me take my blues away
Help me, baby. Help me take my blues away
Wake up one morning, feel good one sunny day

One Sunny Day Tab by Thomas Weder
As recorded by Fleetwood Mac on English Rose (1969)

[Intro]
| e -------------------------- | e -------------------------- |
| B -------------------------- | B -------------------------- |
| G -------------------------- | G -------------------------- |
| D----2-0-----2-0-----2-0----- | D----2-0-----2-0-----2-0----- |
| A-------2-------2-------2----- | A-------2-------2-------2----- |
| E-0--------------------------3-0-- | E--------------------------3-0-- |

[Theme]
| e -------------------------- | e -------------------------- |
| B-15b17-12-15--------------- | B-------------------------- |
| G -------------------------- | G -------------------------- |
| D----2-0-----2-0-----2-0----- | D----2-0-----2-0-----2-0----- |
| A-------2-------2-------2----- | A-------2-------2-------2----- |
| E--------------------------3-0-- | E--------------------------3-0-- |

Help me baby
Help me, baby. Help me take my blues away.
Wake up one morning
Feel good one sunny day

[Transition]

[times I've wondered]

I see you walking See you walking away

[Transition]

[Bridge]

All I want from you [over E chord]

You better

Help me baby

Help me take my blues away.